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Introduction  

   Stock means “a supply of goods that is available for sale in 

a store/warehouse”. The ability to keep goods in a place to make 

it available for sale is called stocking. The dynamism of demand 

makes it pertinent to keep goods in stock. The act of maintaining 

the stock has its associated costs and the lack of it makes the 

manufacturer/distributor lose. It is therefore often necessary to 

stock physical goods in order to satisfy demand over a specified 

time period. 

  The act of stocking goods to satisfy future demand gives 

birth to the problem of “when stock is going down, how much 

and when do we place order for new goods”?. This is the basic 

inventory problem. Stock control models have been developed 

to solve this inventory problem. A feature of stocking goods to 

meet future demand is that an increase in inventory also brings 

about a corresponding increase of cost of holding goods and the 

resultant effect of shortage cost (cost resulting from running out 

of goods) decreases. 

  Decisions regarding the quantity ordered and the time at 

which it is ordered may be based on minimization of an 

appropriate cost function which balances the total cost resulting 

from overstocking and under stocking. The major objective of 

stock control model is to find an inventory level that minimizes 

the sum of the shortage cost, the holding cost and other 

associated costs. 

  Some of the basic features of stock control model are; 

economic parameters, demand pattern of goods, ordering cycle, 

lead times, nature of stock replenishment, time horizon and the 

number of supply points. A good inventory model must take all 

or at least most of these features into consideration. 

Types of Inventory Model 

  Inventory models could be deterministic or probabilistic. 

The single item static models, single item static model with price 

breaks, multiple item static model with storage limitation, single 

item N-period dynamic model and the N-period dynamic 

production scheduling model are the deterministic models in 

vogue. The probabilistic models include a continuous review 

single period model (instantaneous demand, no setup cost 

model), instantaneous demand setup cost models, Multi-period 

models (backlogging zero model), no backlog zero delivery lag 

model and no backlog, positive delivery lag model. 

  The basic decision criterion used with probabilistic model is 

the minimization of the expected costs/maximization of 

expected profit. To minimize shortage cost, there is need to 

expand the storage facility i.e. stock more goods. This has given 

rise to the need for an extended warehouse. It may become 

useful to rent additional warehouse to add to the one owned by 

the manufacturer/distributor. This will no doubt increase the 

holding cost but on the long run may maximize the profit of the 

business. The rented warehouse may be in the same location 

(city) with the owner warehouse or in another location. 

  This work develops a model for a two-warehouse stock 

control model with quantity discount for items with perfect 

quality. This research would use two storage facilities (owned 

and rented warehouses). Quantity discount is provided because it 

stimulates the interest to stock more goods by the buyer. This in 

turn reduces the holding cost of the manufacturer/distributor. 

Burwell et al (1997) posited that “in many cases quantity 

discounts can provide the buyer lower per unit purchase cost, 

lower order cost and decreased likekhood of shortages”. Packala 

and Achary (1992) and Hanga (1998) reasoned that the retailer 

may employ rented warehouse to hold a large stock where he 

gets an attractive price discount for purchasing grain. 

Assumptions And Notations  

  For the purpose of this work in line with general 

assumptions of stock control models, the following assumptions 

are made: 

I. The owner’s warehouse will not be adequate to stock the 

needed goods required to meet demand of customers. This gives 

rise to a rented warehouse. (an extended werehouse) 
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II. The quantity discount price applies to all units in the order 

quantity i.e. let   be the unit price of th level,  the ith 

lowest quantity ( . if  then the unit 

price is  

III. The demand rate for items is known and constant. 

IV. The holding cost is higher in rented warehouse (RW) than in 

owners warehouse (OW). Consequently, it is advisable to use 

owners warehouse first while stocking then the rented 

warehouse after the owners warehouse is filled. During 

dispensing of goods, the items in rented warehouse are used 

before those in the owners warehouse. 

V. The transportation cost incurred between the owners 

warehouse and the rented warehouse is included in the holding 

cost of the rented warehouse. 

VI. Shortages are not allowed  

Notations  

D: The demand rate  

K: The ordering cost per order 

J: Discount Category 

W: The storage capacity of owners warehouse  

Z: the storage capacity of rented warehouse  

y : The order size 

n: The number of times the purchase price changes for owners 

warehouse in the price schedule i.e.  n = {j/y j-1 yj}. 

: The holding cost per unit time for owner’s warehouse 

expressed as a fraction of naira value.  

:: The holding cost per unit time for owner’s warehouse 

expressed as a fraction of naira value  

: Unit purchasing price of th level in the price schedule 

   Is the time to use up the inventory in rented warehouse. 

Y ( ): The Economic order quantity (EOQ) under the th 

level of purchasing price. 

: The time at which the inventory level reaches zero in rented 

warehouse. 

: The time at which the shortage level reaches the lowest 

point in the replenishment cycle. 

Nrw (y): Number of item in Rented warehouse  

Now (y): Number of item in owners warehouse  

Tc(y): The total cost per cycle of EOQ is set at y units.  

(y) : The total cost per cycle of EOQ is set at y units and 

at  th  level of purchase price for condition A of case II  

: The total cost per cycle of EOQ is set at y units and 

at th level of purchase price for condition B of case II. 

EC ( ): The expected relevant cost of EOQ is set at y units 

and at th level purchase price. 

ECTU1j
(y)

: The expected cost per unit time if EOQ is set at y 

units and at the th  level of purchase price for case I. 

ECTU2j (y): The expected cost per unit time if EOQ is set at y 

units and at the th level of purchase price for case II. 

Model Development  

  Salameh and Jabber (2000) considered a model with single 

warehouse where they defined the number of goods/item in each 

order as N(p.y) = y ( 1-p). Tien Yu Li (2011) considered a two 

warehouse inventory model with imperfect quality and used 

defined number of good item in the same way. This paper 

considers a model with two warehouses and a perfect quality. 

Hence in line with the two earlier papers mentioned above, this 

paper defines the number of item in each warehouse as follows.  

Nrw (y) = y – w and  

Now (y)  = w  

  This paper would consider two cases Viz, when to   tw + tr  

and when to   tr + tw 

 
Fig i. Inventory level bahavour for two warehouses (to  tw 

+ tr) 

 
Fig i. Inventory level bahavour for two warehouses (to  tw 

+ tr) 

If the order size is less then the storage capacity of the owners 

warehouse, there would be no need to rent additional warehouse 

to store extra items. 

The average set-up cost – (Expected total demand/year (setup 

cost/order 

                      Amount ordered/cycle  

The following cases are hereby considered. 

Case I: 

 If the order size is less than storage capacity of owners 

warehouse, the situation is equivalent to a one warehouse 

inventory situation i.e.  

Expected cost/unit time =  {     + Iw  y (   + D) } 

    =  {  D  +    + Iw  y (   + D) } 

Case IIA:   w  y  w + Z 
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Total inventory cost = purchasing cost + set up cost + Holding 

cost + shortage cost. 

i.e. TCi  (y)  =  K +  y +   {  + (y – w)
 2 

 +   

 { w
2 

+ w ( 2y – w)} 

 
Now the cycle length is T 

 Average cost/unit term becomes TCU (y) =   

Similarly, the cycle length is a random variable hence by the 

renewal theorem of Ross 1993, the expected profit/unit time is 

written as   

 ECTU (y)  =  

 =  +  + (y-w)
2 

 (E + 2D) + { w 

(E (2y - w) + 2Dw)/2yE}  

Case IIB,       <  +  

Here,  

T  y +  { [(y-w) + (y-w)
2 

}  

 { w(   +  + w (w + ]} 

= K +  y + { [(y-w) + (y-w)
2 

} + {w (y-w) +  

+ w  {w + } 

With some conditions and algebra it is seen that the total cost in 

cases IIA and IIB are equal i.e.  T (y) = T (y) 

Consequently, the ECTU for cases IIA and IIB are the same ie 

ECTU (y) is continuous on o< w + Z. 

Now, the aim is to minimize cost of keeping inventory. We need 

the expected total cost. This implies differencing ECTU (Y) i.e.  

 (ECTU1 (y) =  { -   - (E [D]}   and  

  ( ECTU (y) =  

Obviously,  ECTU > o for o < y  w 

Similarly  

   (ECTU2(y))   =   {-   +  (  + 2D (   

) -      

   (ECTU2(y)   =    +    (  (  + 2D) +  

(2D)    ________() 

 

    (ECTU2) > o for w   y   w + Z 

This implies that     (ETCU) is minimized  

Since    (ECTU1) and     (ECTU2) are positive  

It is also obvious that () above is greater than zero because  

 1 and  > . It is also pertinent to note that the unit cost 

of purchasing item is dependent on the ordering quantity and 

may hence give rise to different cost curve. Consequently y 

could be calculated from 

   ( ECTU1) or   (ECTU2). 

 if  = Lowest point on each curve  under J < n and  

 = the lowest point of each cost curve 

 

Equating  (ECTU1 and 2) to zero gives 

 

 =    (  + 2D)        where  

 
 

 =          

] 

 
To obtain the optimal ordering quantity that minimizes 

ECTU(y), the objective function is redefined with respect to 

minimizing the expected relevant cost as  

EC (  =        {  +  (DE)} if 0 

< y < w and J – 1, 2, …………………...n 

    +  +   +     

   

If w  

Observe that in the equation for the optional order size i.e.  

 =          

where J = 1, 2 – n ……………………………. 

 =     

 
(a) As the holding cost of the rented warehouse gets small i.e.   

 0, 

                      Lim 

i.e      0      

 

  Lim        
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 0  

The buyer tends to stock more goods  

 

(b) If   =   , then  = 

     
Subsequently, as the unit purchasing price gets small i.e  

      Lim             Lim        

 0   

i.e more goods would be stocked. 

Conclusion 

  The work has considered two warehouse stock models for 

perfect quality goods with quantity discount. The paper has used 

the work of Render et al (2003), Maddah and Jabber (2008) and 

the Tien T. Y (2011) as basis to derive the optimal ordering 

quantity . The behaviour of the optimal order quantity 

with respect to corresponding charges in holding cost and unit 

purchasing price was considered. 
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